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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW 
December 6, 2019 
 
PATRICK REED  ( -12) 
 
 
PATRICK REED:  It was in a pretty good footprint but the footprint was a full footprint and I 
felt like -- I mean, my club was that far behind the ball when I was actually taking the practice 
stroke, which I felt like I was taking it up and it was -- obviously, it was hitting a little sand.  I 
didn't feel it drag.  But then whenever I saw  (inaudible) off, whenever I saw t whenever they 
brought it up to me and I saw it, it definitely did drag some of the sand.  Because of that, it's 
considered a two-stroke penalty.  I didn't feel like it was really would have affected my lie.  
Every time I get in the bunker, I'm scared to even get my club close to it, and it was that far 
away.  But whenever you do that, if it does hit the sand, just like if you're in a hazard area 
and you take a practice swing and it brushes grass and the grass breaks, it's a penalty. 
 
So after seeing the video, it's a two-stroke penalty.  I accept that.  It wasn't because of any 
intent.  I felt like I was far enough away, but because of what we saw. 
 
Q.  Did you see it, did you see any sand? 
 
PATRICK REED:  I didn't, because the face is open and as I'm going back, I mean, by the 
time -- it's barely touching the sand.  If it was from my angle, you would have thought I would 
have felt it if I was dragging.  From the side you would have seen that with the backswing.  It 
was not improving a lie because I was far enough away from the golf ball because when I 
take my practice swings anyways, I don't ever put the club directly behind the ball because 
I'm always scared of the ball moving.  I'm always going to give myself some room, especially 
on practice swings.  After seeing that camera angle, because it brushed the sand, it's a 
penalty. 
 
Q.  Do you feel it's unfair, Patrick?  You would think intent should be a key part of 
what they're doing, right? 
 
PATRICK REED:  Right, yes.  I mean, it is, it is a big part, intent, but at the same time, when 
you only have one camera angle, that's all you can go off of, especially being how much 
sand's around here, how many footprints are there.  It's a 50/50 battle whenever you're 
being assessed or anything like that, especially from that angle. 
 
Q.  (No microphone.) reputation suffers?  
 
PATRICK REED:  Right.  Which, I mean, I told him about it.  I told him it wasn't an intent and 
that I was far enough away from the ball, but because they didn't have another angle, they 
can't say anything either way.  At the end of the day, because of where the camera angle 
was, they felt like it might have been improving the lie. 
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Q.  Is it going to make it a little easier that this happened in round three as opposed to 
if this was the final round and you would have a chance to make those shots up? 
 
PATRICK REED:  I would have hoped if it was a final round they would have come to me 
earlier, you know?  And knowing the PGA TOUR, knowing the rules officials, if that happens 
in a final round, they'll come to you immediately because of something like that. 
 
No, either way, whether they came to me or not, I wouldn't have played any of the holes any 
differently.  I still played the same way, I still played aggressive, still played the type of golf I 
was trying to play.  At the end of the day, when you have 30-something putts in a round, it's 
not really going to work.  The sad part is besides from maybe one or two, maybe three golf 
shots today, I felt like I hit the ball pretty well, I hit the ball better than I did the first two days 
and I didn't make anything.  I think I told Kessler, through 13 today I had 24 putts and I 
finished the round yesterday with 24 putts.  The first round I had 25 putts.  I still had, what, 
six holes, five holes left?  There's your big difference.  The front nine, the first or second day 
I think I hit three greens, was 2 under par, and today I felt like I only missed two greens on 
the front nine and I was even par.  You just can't do that, I mean, especially on a golf course 
like this where the wind was laying down a little bit.  Yeah, the wind's going to blow here a 
little bit, but it's less than what you normally see around this place.  You have to go out and 
make birdies.  You know, unfortunately, I didn't make my first birdie until 14, and that's 
uncalled for. 
 
Q.  You don't seem like you're overly upset.  Is that just the way you are?  You don't 
seem furious about it. 
 
PATRICK REED:  I mean, at the end of the day, you've got to let things kind of roll off your 
shoulders and also at the same time I still have a whole other round to play tomorrow.  If I 
stew over something that I felt like I didn't intentionally do, at the end of the day, it's my word 
versus their word, and they weren't standing there, they had a camera angle.  So because of 
that, you know, you don't have -- you don't really have a choice.  But at the end of the day, I 
mean, after seeing it, after seeing the club go back and brush some sand, I mean, they 
considered -- they thought that that's a breach and in the Rules of Golf if you improve your 
lie, whether it's you set up and the ball moves or you set up and something breaks, just like 
you're taking practice swings, I mean, it's a call.  So at the end of the day, you have to just 
accept it and move on. 
 
Q.  How long was that discussion in there? 
 
PATRICK REED:  Four, five minutes. 
 
Q.  That long? 
 
PATRICK REED:  Hmm? 
 
Q.  That long? 
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PATRICK REED:  Well, they had to rewind, had to look at it. 
 


